In this paper a novel Genetic Algorithm (GA) assisted Minimum Bit Error Rate Rate (MBER) beamforming technique is introduced. The performance of the proposed GAS is characterised by the Probability Density Function (PDF) and the mean value of the achievable Bit Error Rate @ER) at the beamformer's output. The results are also compared to the theoretical bounds. It is shown that GAS are suitable for MBER beamforming and that a trade-off between the complexity of the GA and its robustness against system parameter variations can be found.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years an increasing demand for higher wireless teletraffic system capacity was observed. Since bandwidth is a scarce commodity, this increased demand has to be preferably satisfied by exploiting the existing resources more efficiently. Adaptive antenna arrays [I] can be used for enhancing the system capacity by separating users transmitting on the same carrier frequency in the spatial domain. The receiver controls the radiation pattern of the m a y by adjusting the array weights so that a certain optimisation criterion is met 111.
The conventional beamformer combines the signals received with the aid of each antenna element for the sake of minimising the Mean Square Error (MSE) between a aansmitted and a received reference signal. This technique is known as the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) approach. The Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) algorithm [I] , which is based on invoking the so-called temporal reference technique, is an accurate and well established beamforming algorithm for the realization of this approach [I] .
The minimisation of the MSE at the output of the beamformer berween a transmitted and a received reference signal does itof guarantee the miriimisarion of the Bir Ermr Rate (BERJ. Therefore in 121 rhe BER rather than the MSE & minimised nr the beamformer's output. We refer to this novel approach as the Minimum Bit Error Rate (MBER) approach, which has already been successfully used for both Multi User Detection (MUD) [3] and channel equalisation [4] . The asociated performance gain however, is achieved by solving a more elaborate cost function optimisation problem than the minimisation of the quadratic MSE cost function. The function describing the BER as a function of the antenna array weights is highly nonlinear and has numerous local minima. For solving this complex optimisation problem, carefully initialised stochastic gradient based algorithms can be employed [Z] , although the choice of the appropriate algorithmic
The financial support of the EU under the auspices of the Phoenix project is gntefully acknowledged. The authors are also gnteful to their colleagues for the enlightenment gained within the Phoenix consortium. parameters may turn out to he challenging. For sub-optimum settings, the algorithm may get trapped in a local minimum of the BER surface and thus result in a sub-optimum solution. With the aim of circumventing these difficulties, it seemed natural to employ a random search based heuristic optimisation algorithm such as a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [51.
F A based array weight calculation has been characterised in [&SI. GAS have been shown to be resistant against local minima problems and can be randomly initialised, while gradient based search techniques are somewhat deficient in this respect. The genetic approach can be interpreted as a guided random search process. which attempts to imitate biological evolution 151. The algorithm commences its iterations with a set of potential solutions referred to as the initial population, which can be chosen randomly and for each of these potential initial solutions. which are also referred to as GA individuals. the so-called fitness function is evaluated. This function describes the quality or fitness of a potential solution and ensures that the most fit individuals are selected as 'mates' of the GA creating 'offspring', i.e new parameter estimates, which become pati of the next generation. By successively repeating the procedure of combining the best parameter estimates for the sake of creating new estimates, the algorithm is likely to converge to the best solution for the fimess function. The motivation of our research is to derive a GA, which is capable of finding the antenna array weights that directly minimise the BER at the beamformer's output, resulting in the MBER solution.
In Section 2 we will first introduce the system model for our investigations and then present an expression for both the hue and the estimated BER of the received signal. In Section 3 a GA configuration will be presented, which is used in Section 4.1 for calculating the MBER solution. where the m e BER constitutes the basis of thefitnessfunction. The GA will be further developed in Section 4.2 and an estimate of the true BER replaces the true BER in rhefirness function. Our conclusions are offered in Section 5 .
SYSTEM MODEL
The system model of the beamforming process is chosen in analogy to other studies reported in the literature [21. The user and the interferer are considered as Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulated point-sources in the far field of the receiver. Additionally, we consider a one-dimensional L-element linear array of omni-directional antennas having an inter-element spacing of d = $, where X is the wave-length of the sources. The receiver noise n is assumed to be a complex white Gaussian process having a variance of 2~" .
The antenna array output signal x at a time instant I; can then be written as where b is an AT-element vector containing the BPSK modulated users' symbols and P is the ( L x M)-dimensional system matrix, which takes into account the AT sources' signal amplitude at the receiver and their angles of incidence 8. The system matrix is defined as where A , is the amplitude of the signal received from the m t h source and tr (8,) is the relative time delay of the signal transmitted by the mih source at the lih m a y element. The beamformer output can now be written as
where denotes the Hermitian operator, representing the conjugate complex value of a vector.
For At number of BPSK modulated point sources. there exist only 2A1 possible transmitted bit sequences b, with 1 < q 5 IV,.
where bq,l corresponds to the desired user's symbols. Therefore, the beamformer's input signal may assume values from the set X = {Fq = Pb,, 1 5 q < Nb}. Then it can be shown.
that the Bit Error Probability (BEP) for a given weight vector w may be calculated as follows I21
The true BEP Pe of (4) will be used in thefiznessfuncrion of the GA for an initial BER versus GA complexity study in Section 2. However. in order to aim for a more realistic receLver srmcrure. the true BEP has to be replaced by the estimated Pe, which can be obtained usingkemel densiry esrimation [9]. The estimated bit error probability P, may be written as [?I with where K is the reference sequence length, y n ( k ) is the real part of the received reference symbol, b l ( k ) is the transmitted reference symbol and pn is the so-called kernel width, also known as the smoothening parameter. Note, that for the kernel density estimation of the Probability Density Function (PDF) of Y E a Gaussian kernel function was used, which has been transformed into the Qfunction by integrating it.
The task of the GA in the system configuration considered is to
. calculate the complex m a y weight vector w in order to minimise (4) and (6). respectively.
GENETIC ALGORITHM CONFIGURATION
In this section the GA configuration employed is presented, which is used for calculating the MBER weights of an antenna array. The general sbllcture of a GA entails the following steps The GA features presented in this section have shown in our initial studies, that they improve the GA's performance, although carefully optimised span scaling and elitism have to be used, since they may guide the search towards local minima, potentially preventing the algorithm from converging to the global minimum. In order to ensure that the performance of the GA is not limited by &7803-8255-2/o4p$20.00 8uM4 IEEE. the GA operators, it is important to carefully monitor the PDF of the BER at the beamformer's output evaluated for numerous differently initialised GA runs.
SIMULATIONS
For the sake of aniving at the analytical BER expression of (4). a conjugate gradient algorithm based array weight adaption procedure has been proposed in [21. This theoretical performance bound will serve as our benchmarker when the performance of the GA is evaluated for the different angular dishibution of the users given in Table 2 . For a given weight vector calculated with the aid of the GA, the BER was evaluated using (4). so that resoning to Monte Carlo simulation could be avoided. The BER curves presented are averaged over IO00 GA-aided weight-optimisation NnS. When we refer to the complexity of a GA, we characterise it by the number of objective function evaluations used. The complexity is then given as the product of the population size P and the number of generations G. If two GAS have an equal complexity, typically the one having a higher population size is preferable, since for a certain generation, the P number of evaluations of the objective function can be processed in parallel.
GA-Aided Best-Case Performance
For the sake of characterising the achievable upper-bound performance in our initial study, the hue bit error probability is assumed to be known at the receiver, so that it can be used for evaluating the fitness of the GA's individuals. The exact configuration of the GA is summarised in Table 1. The search-space of the GA was limited to the region of
IRe{wl}l 5 1 and Ilm{wl}) 5 1 with 1 5 I 5 L, since the MBER solution found for BPSK modulated users is invariant to linear scaling and thus can be conlined to this search-space. The initial population was chosen randomly in conjunction with a uniform probability within the given search-space. The signal of all point sources arranged according the constellations given in Table 2 , was assumed to be received with equal power at the antenna array. Figure 1 (left graph) shows the achievable BER at the beamformer's output for a two-element linear array with the users arranged according to scenario S of Table 2 . The population size has been set to P = 20 individuals and the number of generations was chosen to be G = 20. It can been seen, that the theoretical MBER solution and the solution calculated with the aid of the GA are identical, even though the GA uses quantised array weights. The convergence behaviour of the GA is characterised with the aid of the PDF of the BER. which is plotted for g = 1,5,10,20. It is demonstrated, that the GA converges towards the theoretical best-case performance, as the generation index g increases. After twenty generations the GA reaches the theoretical hest-case BER performance with a high probability and hence the PDF of the BER receiving five equal-power sources arranged according 10 constellation S of Table 2 . The GA configuration was as given in Table I with a population size of P = 20 and G = 20 generations. The BER associated with specific values of the fitness function of (8) was asumed to be b o m at the receiver and was calculated using (4). The CA-bused BER results were avenged over loo0 F A mns. when communicating over an AWGN channel. Righr Gmph: PDF ofthe BER for m g emen1 S. corresponding to the GA's individud having the highest fitness after g = 1,5,10,20 generations. The BER-PDF was estimated using kemel density estimation for SNR=IO dB and loo0 samples over AWGN channels achieved in the differently initialised GA-assisted NU becomes a narrow peak. as seen at the right of Figure I . If the number of array elements is increased, the complexity of the GA also has to be increased, when aiming for a narrow BER-PDF, since the search-space expands significantly. For the optimisation of the elements in a four-element array characterised in Figure 2 (left graph) the population size was increased to P = 40 and the number of generations was set to G = 40. In the case, when the point sources have been arranged according to scenario S of Table 2 , a good agreement is observed between the theoretical best-case BER performance and the results obtained with the aid of the GA. However, if the two interferers arriving at angles of 8 = -30' and 8 = 60° are moved towards the desired user, as in constellation U of Table 2 , there is a performance gap between both solutions. as seen in Figure 2 .
Furthermore, a lower probability of convergence is observed in the right hand side graph of Figure 2 , where the PDF of the BER corresponding to the GA's individual having the maximum fitness in the generation is plotted after g = 1, 10,20,40 generations for SNR=IO dB and for the user constellation S of Table 2 . The GA is still capable of converging to the theoretical best-case performance, albeit with a lower probability than for the two-element array characterised in Figure 1 . However, it is imponant to note that even if the GA does not converge to the ideal solution. it remains capable of reaching a reasonable BER.
For the eight-element array a similar behaviour to that recorded for the four-element scheme can he observed in Figure 3 . In the scenario, when the users are arranged according to constellation S of best-case performance and the CA-based solution. If the two interferers at angles of 0 = -30" and 6 ' = 60° are moved closer to the desired source, as seen in scenario V of Table 2 , there is again a performance gap between the two solutions. Informal investigations suggest that the performance gap is due to the coarsely quantised weights of the CA. To elaborate a little further. assume that the array weights of user constellation S have to be calculated, when the BER versus m a y weights surface is characterised by a wide valley, which represents the MBER solution, although this BER valley not explicitly shown here owing to lack of space.
In the case of this wide valley even coarsely quantised weights are very likely to identify this minimum sufficiently accurately. However, if the BER surface is rendered more complex by moving the interferer closer 10 the desired source, the valley in the BER surface becomes narrower. This implies even for finely quantised weights, which deviate only little from the optimum solution that an increased BER may be recorded.
As a result of the two-. four-and eight-element array based study, we surmise the rule of thumb, that rhe complexity of the CA increases quadraricdly with the array size. when aiming for a similar BER-PDF spread.
GA-Aided Performance Using Kemel Estimates
The motivation for the employment of a GA in the context of MBER beamforming was to circumvent the algorithmic difficulties of stochastic gradient based MBER algorithms, such as for example the Lea31 Bit Error Rate (LBER) algorithm [2,3] . which are sensitive to BER gradient estimation errors.
Static CA Configuration
In Figure 4 the BER versus SNR performance is illustrated for the users arranged according 10 constellation S of Table 2 and for INRSNR. where INR is the Interference to Noise to Noise Ratio. The CA parameters are given in Table 1 Table 2 . The GA configumtion was as given in Table 1 with a population size of P = 130, G = 50 number of generations and a reduced mutation pmbability p , = 0.01. The BER associated with specific values of the fitness function of (8) was assumed to be known 81 the receiver and calculated using (4). The GA-based results were averaged over loo0 GA runs, when communicating over an AWGN channel. Righl Gmph: PDF of the BER for mangemen1 S. corresponding to the GA's individual with highest fitness after 9 = 1,5,20,50 generations. The BER-PDF was estimated using kemel density estimation for SNR=IO dB and loo0 samples over AWGN channels From the results presented in Figure 4 it is inferred, that a trade-off between the complexity of the CA and its sensitivity against BER estimation errors can be found.
Adaptive CA Co~tq7ggurntion
In the previous section. a fixed kemel width of pn was used for BER estimation. It is known however that the perfect kemel width has to be adjusted according to the variance of the received training sequence and is thus dependent on both the SNR and the INR.
Silverman has provided a simple rule of thumb for the estimation of p. given as [9]
where K is the reference sequence length and B is the standard deviation of the received reference sequence. Equation (11) tends to over-smoothen the BER estimate, but the results presented in Figure 4 suggest that the CA is capable of compensating for this inaccuracy.
For the sake of investigating a CA design, which invokes an adaptive kemel width. the CA given in Table I Table 2 . The GA configuration was as given in Table 1 with a population sire P and G number af generations as given in the legend. The BER associated with specific values of the fitness function of (8) was estimated based on a 256 and B 512 symbol mining sequence using (6). The GA results were averaged over 1000 GA runs, when communicating over an AWGN channel.
2. Weighted Mutation: Reduces the mutation probability p,, of the more significant bits of each individual, as the generation index g approaches the maximum number of generations G. Table 2 . The graphs illustrate the superiority of the MBER approach over the MMSE approach in terms of counteracting the near-far effects, while demonstrating that the C A adopts automatically to the new BER surface without being reconfigured. Reducing the training sequence length from K = 256 to K = 64 does not significantly affect the mean BER, but when considering the BER-PDF after g = G = 30 generations, it can be seen that the algorithm's convergence behaviour is noticeably improved. For a longer lraining sequence the G A is more likely to converge to the MBER solution.
CONCLUSIONS AND CURRENT RESEARCH
A novel C A assisted MBER beamformer has been developed. It has been shown that a G A can be used for approximating the MBER solution, which directly minimises the BER at the beamformer's output. A rule of thumb, which relates the complexity of a C A to the m a y size was provided. The proposed GA may be used for approximating the theoretical best-case MBER solution. A further improved CA associated with an adaptively chosen kernel width was used in Section 4.2.2 for investigating, how the algorithm reacts to time-variant interference conditions, which was capable of accommodating, when the BER surface changed shape owing to changing the sources' power. In this respect the CA outperforms the gradient based algorithms, such as the LBER [3] algorithm, which has to be reconfigured for each BER surface variation. Table 2 . The simulations were carried out for equal-power users with SNR=INR1,2,3,4 (labelled as equ) and for aconstellation where the two interferer of incident angles B = -30° and 8 = 60' had 6 dB higher power than the desired source (SNR=INRz,a and SIR1.z =-6 dB labelled as diff). The GA configuration was as given in Table I with B populations size of P = 50, G = 30 number of generations and the additional features incest prevention and weighted mumtion. The BER associated with specific values of the fitness function of (8) was estimated using (6) and ( I I) . The GA results were averaged over loo0 GA IUS. when communicating over an AWGN channel. Right Gmph: PDF of the BER corresponding to the G4's individual with highest fitness &er 9 = G = 30 number of generations corresponding to the SNR-BER curves in the left graph. The BER-PDF w u estimated using kernel density estimtion for a SNR=IO dB and loo0 samples over an AWGN channel.
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